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Chronology of the PRC (Parker)

● Mao established the People’s Republic of China after defeating the 
Nationalists, they retreat to the island of Taiwan

● Establishes the Sino-Soviet treaty and enters the Korean war
● Takes the idea of Russia’s “5 year plan” and applies to China
● Collectivization and redistribution of land is emphasised in order for 

Great Leap Forward 
● PRC enters depression after the failure of the great leap
● Mao motivates the Red Guards and takes power back from party officials 
● Mao slowly loses his power and influence and other leaders begin to 

eliminate policies established during his time 



Classified CIA Document (Parker)

● Main objectives were large scale agricultural construction, party control 
over agricultural development, and promoting a leap forward in 
industrial development

● advancements in water conservancy construction
● government and agricultural specialists distributed throughout communes 
● China utilized its most abundant resource of labor 
● created the “eight point charter of agricultural production
● big focus on agriculture and success of the communes 



1960 CIA Document part 2: Mira

● Wanted to “eliminate the differences between town and country, between worker and peasant, and between mental and 
manual labor.”, Mao did this by making a “combination of agriculture with industry” and having a “combination of 
education with material production.”

● Mao wanted immediate total communism so he seriously rushed the program
● Launched test commune experiment (Yang chuan), “let the flags of people’s communes and the flags of communism fly 

over all cities, factories, and mines.” 
● Wanted to spread communism from rural to urban (did not take into consideration differences)- wanted to accelerate 

economic development. “greater, faster, better, and more economic results.”- slogan
● Trying to industrialize: 1)Rapid decentralization to lower levels of government. 2)Displacement of experts and 

technicians. 3)Reliance on “native” technology
● Mass iron and steel production (used “native” iron that could not produce steel = failure)
● Mao wants expansion of agriculture (Inflated statistics) - only 60% of workers (40% of peasants in steel production)
● Mao wanted to increase grain production 100% but reduce grain acreage by ⅓
● Government explained away shortfall       necessary to use inaccuracies and distortions       finally admit exaggeration
● Want to improve existing farm tools to solve labor shortage, the failure hurt the economy
● Soviet criticism of communes
● Failure of commune distribution system, “it was based on a fundamental misconception of human nature”
● Distribution according to need gave people less reason to work
● Began to distribute due to work production



1960 CIA Document Part 3 
and 4
The Commune and Sino 



Dali Yang’s Account on the GLF (Trina)
“Crucial importance of guarding against those who claim to know some magic route to the 
radiant future”

● From the stories of Dali Yang’s relatives who lived in China during the Great Leap Forward, 
Yang becomes aware of the tragic events during that period

● Success only in the sense mobilized millions and produced substantial amounts of steel, but 
final outcome of GLF trumped successes

● Led to largest famine in world history → Caused by neglecting agriculturally duties in order to 
fill labor needs (making steel, developing industry) and false reports

● China spent too much in developing industry → Sinks into deep debt
● End: starving farmers leave communes while govt. disagrees about  commune policies, 

dismantling the commune system, fight in countryside for food
● This leads to improvement in agriculture production with new farming system (farmers shared 

land with others contracted to a farm house, on a smaller scale)
● Yang: Prevent another tragedy by creating systems of govt. to check power and allow people 

free speech



Alternative View of the Great Leap 

Forward
“The Great Leap Forward was, more than anything else, a leap in consciousness and a 

leap in social organization.”
❖ The Great Leap Forward is only considered “reckless” or “irrational” according to the rationalism 

of capitalism and their ideas of exploitation and social inequalities. 
❖ The fact that Mao, his policies and his commitment to TGF are directly responsible for the 

famine and disaster is false and “poisonous.”   
➢ The weather (drought and floods) had a great impact on grain losses which contributed to 

agricultural crisis.
➢ Relations with Soviet Union became weak and this caused Soviet Union to isolate China.
➢ Some mistakes in the policies were made, such as the speed of the project and the size of 

collectives.

“The Great Leap Forward was guided by coherent policy goals” and it created great positive long-term 
effects for China and its society.

❖ Mao was concerned for the people’s well being. He made an effort to improve 
communes by reducing them in size, he decreased amount of labor and extended time 
for labor. The number of people that died needlessly is unreliable and unproven. 



How China Proceeds with the Task of 

Industrialization (Iszie)

● Soviet influence pushed China to build a strong base 
for their socialist policies by creating a strong industry.

● The only way for China to have economic 
independence and non-reliance on imperialism was to 
follow Soviet example and to industrialize and 
collectivize agricultural development. 

● 5 Year Plan- Industrialize state, Collectivize 
Countryside



Hundred Flowers Intellectual Opinions (Aidan) 

“A party leading a nation is not the same as a party owning a nation.”

-Mao announces that he will allow criticism of the government in Feb. 1957

-Many criticisms come forth, deploring the party for it’s undemocratic 
structure, it’s invasion of privacy, the excessive comfort of the cadres, and 
Soviet influence.

-Some insult the efficiency of the system, noting that party members are 
unable to correctly match people to duties.

-Others note the importance of China developing it’s own politics and 
culture, rather than model themselves around Stalin’s theories.  



Political Economy of the Great Leap Forward 
(Aidan)

"The quality of production technology employed by the greatest number of 
direct producers took precedence over the pace at which large-scale, mass 
production technology (“big is beautiful”) could be implemented”

-Stalin’s methods emphasized large-scale industrial production very much to 
the disadvantage and displacement of peasant farmers and rural dwellers.

-Mao’s approach, very much in line with the theories of the economist E.F. 
Schumacher, contrasted with Stalin’s, emphasizing instead a balance 
between the agrarian and the industrial, with the surpluses built up from 
either sector meant to be invested across the country at the party’s behest.

-Failed in actuality, goals and methods unclear, many did not understand 

direction of party.  



In the beginning of the 20th century, many 
families were still relatively untouched by 
communism. This is one of the reasons communism 
took hold so well. Many families in eastern china 
were indebted to their landowners and were very 
poor. with Mao’s Great leap forward, these same 
families could overthrow these tyrannical 
landowners and farm the land in Co-ops. Mao was 
one of the first leaders to think of the poor 
farmers which is why his support steamrolled once 
he came into power.

PBS’s The People’s Century: Great Leap- Harry

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4EDL-JBuxkQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4EDL-JBuxkQ


Propaganda Posters Created (Anahi)

Early campaigns began in 1949 as a mass movement to address political, moral and social topics 
in both rural and urban areas. Their goal was to promote China’s new ideology of economic 
production and therefore encourage people to be part of the labor in this massive advance.

❖ Attempts to inspire people and to prove 
to the Soviet Union that China’s 
economic advance was more vibrant 
and would also be more successful.

❖ When the Great Leap Forward 
resulted in failure and famine, 
the propaganda changed to 
improve the situation by 
showing prosperity, portraying a 
false and unreal picture of what 
life in China really was



In 1966 Mao launched a campaign to increase 
both the popularity of himself and the 
communist party. He used Propaganda 
posters such as this to spread the belief in 
him being a savior to the people and a near 
godlike being. In the majority of posters he is 
much larger than the crowds around him and 
has the sun shining behind him. He wanted to 
be seen as the giver of life to all of china

“With regard to the great teacher Chairman Mao, 
cherish the word 'Loyalty'. With regard to the great 
Mao Zedong Thought, vigorously stress the word 
'Usefulness'.”

This Posters was designed by the Shanghai People’
s Art Publishing House 

More Propaganda Posters-Harry



More Propaganda Posters - Grant

Mao promised free hot 
dogs to all Chinese 
citizens

Surpassing the 
Westwesty



Evan: The Question of agricultural 
cooperation

★ Modeled after the U.S.S.R.
★ Agricultural production of China could not support 

the rate of industrialization.
★ The #1 goal was to collectivize the country’s 

peasants onto Co-op farms.
★ “the tide of social reform in the countryside….is in 

the shape of cooperation.
★ Mao’s speech on the agricultural question was 

given July 31 1955.



Communal Living and Working (Trina)

● Communes were very organized, divided into different structures
● Several households formed teams → teams formed brigades → brigades formed the commune as a whole
● Teams: Responsible for organizing farm labor schedules
● Brigades: Responsible for creating small schools and workshops
● Commune: Responsible for building hospitals, factories, and welfare funds for poor communities in 

commune

Development of Communal System:

● First and most tension creating reform: taking land from landowners and redistributing them to the 
peasants

● First Stage Co-Ops:  Peasants shared land and farm tools, received compensation based on amount and 
quality of their contributions

● Second Stage Co-Ops: Peasants receive compensation mostly based on their labor contributions
● Commune: Several co-ops joined together, income is equalized
● Responsibility System: The farming system prevalent in China today. Families are individually responsible 

for cultivating land they contract from a subcontractor, whose duty is to meet certain production 
requirements



Grain reports were hugely exaggerated, plans 
clearly not working
45 mil. deaths from 1958-1962
very edgy book published with top secret info 
and stats
“What Yang found is worth knowing.”



The Great Leap Forward Ch. 1, 2, and 4

● China tried 5 Year Plan as means to rapid 
modernization and a unified and collectivized state. 
Communes in the countryside and backyard furnaces 
everywhere else

● Unrealistic goals set by top officials with no real 
concept of the wave of starvation and failure gripping 
the country



Mao’s great leap to famine

Click to add text



Famine Within the Great Leap Forward : Mira
(Part 2)

● China used large percentages of it’s harvest to pay off debts to countries 
● People were starving (ate bark, mud, rice stems, ect…)
● Those who didn’t get along with cadres got less food, cadres gave themselves more food
● “He who does not work, does not eat” -pregnant women, weak, sick, old starved
● Mao wanted to produce 100 million tons of steel in ten years (everyone makes small blast furnaces)
● Nearly all trees cut for fuel for the furnaces
● All the metal that was produced was worthless because of the poor quality of iron
● Mao knew about the widespread famine but was willing to sacrifice those in the countryside to feed the urban people
● Communist party refused to help people (during dynasties rulers would feed people from granaries)  
● Made “cities protected from countryside”- could no longer freely travel throughout countryside
● People who tried to flee countryside famine were sent back to rural areas
● Soviets beg china to stop collectivization, instead Mao wants to increase production (Soviets begin split from China)
● Investigation begins on famine (3 high ranking officials wrote a report, they were told to burn it)
● Reports of cannibalism, using bodies for fertilizer, being buried alive for stealing food
● Liu Shaoqui went to investigate his home town, became convinced the Great Leap Forward had to be stopped
● Reestablishment of farming on private land plots and free market, end to radical collectivization, quotas and steel 

production end the Great Leap Forward
● The world knew nothing of the four years of tragedy (staged normalcy for westerners) 
● Liu Shaoqui tells Mao that the GLF was their fault, becomes his enemy and dies in Cultural Revolution
● Death toll of Great famine somewhere from 36-55 million (amount died in WW2)




